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Legendary backpack ad infinitum guide

Legendary Backpack Ad Infinitum From Guild Wars 2 WikiJump to NavigateJump for SearchLegendary Backpack: Ad Infinitum is a legendary backpacks success that requires items from Fractals Mist combined with some specific tasks. This collection is the final step to getting the infinity gift needed to complete the legendary backpack, Ad Infinitum. Success [edit] Collection of items [edit] 1A single Fractal Journal requires 28 Fractal
Research Page that can be obtained from the following sources: Thus, the optimized minimum time required for T4 players is 4 days (8 weekly + 4 days * 6 days * 6 days) Notes [edit] Fractal levels provided under Acquisition are the minimum levels that must be completed. You will need to save ascending items (non-ring) for 1 Ball of Dark Energy in addition to those gained from saving Upper Bound in order to purchase Aetherblade
Diploma. See also [edit] From Guild Wars 2 WikiJump to NavigationJump for search This item allows you to select statistics. A list of available prefixes can be found below. Unused infusion slot Unused infusion slot – The description of Ad Infinitum is a legendary back item that can be obtained by fractal mist. Earning this item also unlocks the unique glider skin. Acquisition[edit] Collections [edit] Acquiring a predecessor, Unbound,
requires players to complete three Ad Infinitum I - III collections. The fourth collection, Legendary Backpack: Ad Infinitum, will allow the creation of the legendary Ad Infinitum. These four collections will focus primarily on Fractals Mist, where players will be presented with challenges to complete and items to collect on their way for legendary back items. Materials list [edit] Effects [edit] When the player's weapon is drawn, an explosion of
light particles emanate from the rear piece, followed by a constant glow behind the player's head. The backpiece itself expands in size, burning out with an increased span. The glow disappears in favor of a transparent line ley glow when the player's weapon is stored. Notes[edit] Available statistics[edit] Trivia[edit] See also [edit] GW2. Fractal Legendary Back Point Ad Infinitum Guide. Content Acquisition predecessor, Unbound,
requires players to complete three Ad Infinitum I - III collections. The fourth collection, Legendary Backpack: Ad Infinitum, will allow the creation of the legendary Ad Infinitum. These four collections will focus primarily on Fractals Mist, where players will be presented with challenges to complete and items to collect on their way for legendary back items. It takes 10 days to complete each of the four collections needed to craft Ad
Infinitum, as you can usually earn just three fractal research sites per day through recommended fractal diaries. Sunqua Peak Fractal, Nightmare Fractal and Broken Observatory Fractal each reward the next page after completion in Challenge Mode, reducing the minimum time to complete each collection to 5 Ad Infinitum I: The end result - 6AP To start this journey, you need to go inside the Mistlock Observatory and talk to Kelvei.
Gives you the final result theory to unlock this first collection. For this collection you need to collect 11 fractal components, here you can see every detailed item: Charr-NipSold by BUY-4373 at the Mistlock Observatory for 100 fractal relics + 80 Silver. Swampland Challenge MoteActivate challenge mote, and complete level 1-20 Swampland Fractal with an 80% reduction in healing. Water Ruin Challenge MoteActivate challenge mote,
and complete level 1-20 Water Ruins Fractal with an 80% reduction in healing. Jade Maw Timed MoteBeat Jade Maw in less than 5 minutes in level 20 Solid Ocean Fractal. Ascalonian Fractal field research bookSaid dealer in urban Battleground Fractal for 1 Fractal Journal. To find an Ascalonian Fractal field researcher, finish the boss fight and go through the previously locked gates where the last boss spawned. NPC will be inside
the room. NOTE: It takes a minimum of 10 days to complete before you can get a maximum of 3 fractal research sites per day. However, if you challenge modes for a nightmare, broken observatory and Sunqua Peak Fractals you will earn extra sites. Burning Frozen CoreYou must complete the meta-event at Wayfarer Foothills, Frozen Maw earn a gigantic icy elemental core, then interact with Cooking Hot Magma in a volcanic fractal
(which will multiply after the killing of the ultimate boss). Charged Clump of Swamp MossDefeating The Mossman or the Bloomhunger in the Swampland Fractal will give you a Charged Clump of Swamp Moss so you have to take it to the Specially Charged Energy Storage Tank located in The Opticalium – [&amp;BDUAAA=]. Prototype of the Fractal CapacitorSold by BUY-4373 at the Mistlock Observatory for 1350 fractal relics.
Unstable magically charged infusion sampleCharge +4 Agony infusion in Mist Geyser in Swampland Fractal after the defeat of Bloomhunger. Aetherblade Recruitment Form NOTE: You can earn a ball of dark energy using ascending rescue kits and got off the rescue tools: stepped out weapons (high chance)Got off the armor (high chance)Got off the amulets (very low chance)Stepped accessories (very low chance)Ascending back
items (very low chance)Stepped breathing apparatus (low chance) Once you complete this collection you will get rewarded Proof: Final result, which contains very basic materials to craft the first level of the back item final result. You can do this with any level of 500 crafting discipline. NOTE: You don't need to craft this back item yet to proceed with the next collection, the next step will unlock when you talk to Kelvei at the Mistlock
Observatory and he will give you the theory of the upper limit. Ad Infinitum II: Upper Limit - 6AP For this collection you need to collect 11 fractal components, here you can reveal every detailed item: Glob Molten FirePurchased by BUY-4373 in Mistlock Observatory for 200 fractal relics + 80 Silver. The unrecategorized Challenge MoteActivate challenge mote, and complete the scale of 36 or 44 unrecategorized Fractal with an 80%
reduction in healing. Snowblind Challenge MoteActivate challenge mote, and complete the scale of 27 Snowblind Fractal with an 80% reduction in healing. Thauman's reactor timed the MoteKomplete scale of 15 Thauman's Fractal reactor in less than 20 minutes. Molten Alliance's fractal field research book, the contractor said after completing the molten Boss Fractal for 1 Fractal Journal. Jade Maw FangYy have to do a meta-event of
Mordrem Vinewrath in Silverwastes to get Vinewrath Tendril, then you have to trade with frozen jade field researcher at the end of Solid Ocean Fractal. Pollen Ice Elementary CoreYou must beat Lornarr Dragonseeker's last boss in Snowblind Fractal, get the Ice Elemental Core, then you have to take the item to one of the luminescent pollen clouds under one of the four bases during a breach meta-event in Silverwastes. Weak
Magically charged infusion sampleCharge +6 Agony infusion in mist geyser in a molten fractal furnace. Aetherblade Handbook NOTE: If you previously created the first stage of the back item, you can save it for 5 Ball of Dark Energy. Once you complete this collection you will get rewarded with Proof: Upper Limit, which contains very basic materials to craft the second level of the rear item Upper Limit. You can do this with any level of
500 crafting discipline. NOTE: You don't need to craft this back item yet to proceed with the next collection, the next step will unlock when you talk to Kelvei at the Mistlock Observatory and he will give you the unbound theories. Ad Infinitum III: Unbound - 6AP For this collection you need to collect 11 fractal components, here you can see each item in detail: Inquest Dragon Energy Research Cube Essence course 2Counted from BUY4373 in Mistlock Observatory for 400 Fractal Relics + 80 Silver. Volcanic Challenge MoteActivate challenge mote, and complete the scale of 28 volcanic fractal with an 80% reduction in healing. Cliffside Challenge MoteActivate challenge mote, and complete the scale of 21 Cliffside Fractal with an 80% reduction in healing. Molten Boss timed MoteComplete level 10 molten Boss Fractal in less than 5 minutes after allowing a challenge
on Mote. Thaumanova Fractal Field Research PaperSold by a vendor at the Fractal Thaumanova reactor for 1 Fractal Journal of Old Tom's Vital Reading (He's Dead) You need to communicate with Test-Golem Vexa Remains, located in the Vexa Lab jumping puzzle on Fireheart Rise, on a platform southeast of the area. Neither Vexa nor Her Golem need be defeated to make this happen. You will get a Vexa Golem Diagnostic
Reader then with it, you will need to analyze the remains of Old Tom at the end of the uncategorized fractal. Credit to Void Me for the video. Rabsovich's lost treasureOnce will beat you champion in the underground fractal facility, you get rabsovich locker key, then with him you have to communicate with Rabsovich locker located in the southwest dredgehaunt cliffs in the area of Dociu trench - [&amp;BFgCAAA =] , see figure below.
Magically charged infusion sampleCharge +8 Agony infusion in Mist Geyser in Snowblind Fractal. Aetherblade Secret Handshake Teaching BookSold dealer in Captain Mai Trin Boss Fractal for 3 Ball of Dark Energy Instead of heading forward to complete the fractal, run all the way back down the ramp and over the camp aetherblade. NOTE: If you previously created a second layer of back items, you can save it for 9 Ball of Dark
Energy. Once you complete this collection you will get rewarded with Proof: Unbound, which contains very basic materials to craft a third level back item unbound. You can do this with any level of 500 crafting discipline. NOTE: This time you have to craft a third level back item, the next step will unlock when you talk to Kelvei at the Mistlock Observatory and he will give you the theory of ad infinitum. Legendary Backpack: Ad Infinitum 6AP For this collection you need to collect 13 fractal components, here you can change every detailed item: Theory of Ad InfinitumUnlocks automatically by talking to Kelvei after you have created Unbound. Aetherblade Pirate Eye Patch Aetherblade airship with steering wheel buy from BUY-4373 at Mistlock Observatory for 600 fractal relic + 80 Silver. Underground Facility Challenge MoteActivate challenge mote, and complete level
53 Underground Fractal Facility with an 80% reduction in healing. The Aetherblade Challenge MoteActivate challenge mote, and complete level 65 of the Aetherblade Fractal with an 80% reduction in healing. Mai Trin Timed MoteComplete level at 95 captain Mai Trin Boss Fractal in less than 25 minutes. Aetherblade Fractal Field Research PaperSold by a vendor in the Captain Mai Trin Boss Fractal for 1 Fractal Journal. Jungle Wurm
Omeleta (Mossman Style) You must beat the bigger vine nightmare inside the Twilight Arbor Dungeon to get the Jungle Wurm egg. Then you have to bring him to Mossman's shack in Swampland Fractal. You can get into Mossman's shack after you beat Bloomhunger through the tunnel in the boss's room. A packed Archdiviner malletYou must beat the legendary archdiviner in Cliffside Fractal to acquire Archdiviner's Pestle, then with
it you have to jump to the center of thaumanova's exploding reactor in Metrica province to charge. To gain access to this area, you must defeat the world boss of Fire Elemental, and after his death, run toward the console in the middle of the reactor and you will need a Matrix Cube Key to open it. The key shall be reproduced in random places on the ground and shall always be hidden, either obscured or covered. It will be topped with
small green flames, although it may appear as a small lumpy rock or as a small obelisk. It looks similar chaos shards in the area, but smaller. The key will change location or be unavailable from time to time. For example, you will need to search for the same set of shrubs in the Earth region repeatedly until you find the key. The key has no name, but you'll be prompted to interact when you approach it. However, if any other player has a
key, they can open up space for everyone else. Explosive Magicically Charged Infusion SampleCharge +10 Agony Infusion in Mist Geyser in Cliffside Fractal. Go through the gate to the right at the entrance to the boss's final platform. The gate opens after the boss is defeated. Aetherblade Diploma Lessons in Arthology After the defeat of Captain Ashym, take a gift of wood on the Ascalonian lumberjack, located inside the building that
opens in the urban Battlefield Fractal.You can buy a recipe for a gift to Miyani near Mystic Forge. Lessons in MetallurgyTake gift of metal for dredging gun work table located inside the molten furnace Fractal.You can buy a recipe for a gift at Miyani near Mystic Forge. Once you complete this collection, you will be rewarded with an Infinity gift that will allow you to craft the final layer and legendary back items. Mystic Forge's final recipe
for Ad Infinitum is: UnboundGift from InfinityGift from FortuneGift Ascension Ascension
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